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The use of UniODA to compare response distributions for different 

attributes has been demonstrated for binary and ordered measures, 

using specifically-constructed data sets. This note presents SAS™ 

code for creating such data sets, and UniODA™ code for compar-

ing attributes in single-case applications. 

 

 

Recent research shows how UniODA software
1
 

is used to compare the response distributions be-

tween attributes assessed using either binary
2
 or 

ordered
3
 response scales in single-case “N-of-1” 

designs involving longitudinally-collected data. 

Irrespective of attribute metric the procedure is 

identical: create a data set and run the analysis.  

For exposition, imagine a chronic pain 

patient rated nine symptoms—fatigue, anxiety, 

pain, etc., once a day for a period of time: these 

are called symptom1-symptom9 in code ahead. 

Also imagine a input data file, symptom.dat, has 

data for all nine symptoms for each session on a 

single row in the file. 

To compare the response distributions of 

any symptom pair—symptom1 and symptom2 

for example, a new data set is constructed called 

compare.dat. The first of two variables on every 

row in compare.dat is the analysis class varia-

ble, called symptom. Symptoms being compared 

are dummy-coded as being from one of two 

groups: in code presented ahead symptom1 data 

are indicated as being members of group 0 (any 

dummy-code suffices), and symptom2 data are 

indicated as being members of group 1. 

The second variable on every row in 

compare.dat is analysis attribute, called rating. 

To compare symptom1 and symptom2: rating= 

symptom1 for class=0; and rating=symptom2 

for class=1. To compare symptom4 and symp-

tom9: rating=symptom4 for class=0, and rating= 

symptom9 for class=1. 

Raw data are saved in compare.dat using 

the following SAS™ code (control commands 

are indicated in red). 

   data q; 

     infile 'c:\oda\symptom.dat'; 

       input symptom1-symptom9; 

         symptom=0; 

           rating=symptom1; 

   data q2; 

     infile 'c:\oda\symptom.dat'; 

       input symptom1-symptom9; 

         symptom=1; 
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           rating=symptom2; 

   data q3;set q q2; 

     file 'c:\oda\compare.dat'; 

       put symptom rating; 

   run; 

Ipsatively standardized z-score data are 

saved in compare.dat by replacing definitions of 

rating used in the prior code: 

   rating = (symptomX - meanX) / SDX; 

Here X indicates symptom number (1 to 

9 for symptom1 to symptom9 respectively). For 

symptom1 the mean and SD for the person’s 

symptom1 data would be used to compute the 

person’s ipsative z-score. For exposition, if the 

person’s mean score on symptom1 is 4.75, and 

SD is 1.66, the SAS™ command would be: 

   rating = (symptom1 – 4.75) / 1.66; 

Similarly, for symptom7 the mean and 

SD for a person’s symptom7 data would be used 

to compute ipsative z-score. 

Once compare.dat is available UniODA
1
 

is used to discriminate symptom (class variable) 

using rating (attribute), with the following code 

(control commands indicated in red): 

   open compare.dat;    

   vars symptom rating; 

   class symptom; 

   attr rating; 

   mcarlo iter 100000; 

   go; 

 For applications involving a binary class 

variable 25,000 to 100,000 Monte Carlo experi-

ments are typically used to estimate p for an or-

dered attribute, and exact p is given when the 

class variable and attribute are both binary.
1
 An 

a priori hypothesis specifying that one symptom 

dominates another is indicated by using the dir 

(DIRECTIONAL) command.
1
 For example, the 

a priori hypothesis that symptom2 ratings domi-

nated symptom1 ratings is indicated as: 

   dir < 0 1; 

indicating symptom1 (class category 0) is hy-

pothesized to have lower (<) ratings than symp-

tom2 (class category 1).
1
 

 Comparing all unique pairs of attributes 

in a study with K attributes requires that a total 

of K(K-1)/2 iterations of this procedure must be 

run.  Presently this means 9*8/2=36 iterations.  

To accomplish this efficiently start with the code 

illustrated: run the SAS™ program, then run the 

UniODA program, print and label output.  Next 

toggle bottom rating definition in SAS code to 

indicate rating=symptom3 and repeat procedure. 

Continue through rating=symptom9. Toggle top 

rating definition in SAS code to indicate rating= 

symptom2, bottom rating definition to indicate 

rating=symptom3. Continue procedure until top 

rating=symptom8, bottom rating=symptom9. 
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